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Traditional lc.ILtion thecry, a relatively recent branch of economics, has

focused prirarily on locating organizations which manufacture material commodities.

The present paper extends this work into the domain of information processing

firms by attempting to optimally locate a research and development agency

according to its information processing functions.

The technique used to conduct the study consisted of identifying possible

alternative research location areas within the continental United States,

examining the costs ci performing the research functions at each location, and

using linear optimi:ation to select that location which minimizes such costs.

Locations were deteimined by imposing a fifty-by-fifty-mile grid on a map of

the U.S. Electrical power costs for each location were calculated as were the

costs associated with transporting a representative sample of material inputs

from their present sources to each of one.thousand three hundred twenty-five

potential locations. A function was formulated to account for the acquisition,

use, and transfer of information. This information function was operationalized

as the cost of travel to and from universities, industries, government installa-

tions, and conferences. ,Environmental requirements (i.e., weather and altitude),

were also imposed to identify those sites which meet performance criteria.

Two separate analyses were undertaken. The first analysis examined

currently existing information sources; the second postulated an ideal infor-

mation supply surface and attempted to maximize information input from that

ideal source. The results indicated that the federal research and development

agency was optimally located within organizational constraints. The utility of

the procedures for locating information processing organizations was also

demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STAMMENT OF PROBLEM

One of the major problems facing both well-established and new organizations

is the selection of optimal locations for facilities. Ivs significance lies in

the fact that site location will have major effects on both productivity and

efficiency. The problem is basically'that of defining an organizations' relevant

environment, those aspects of the physical and economiz worlds with which an

organization seeks to maximize contact. There are, of course, numerous dimensions

to the problem, but the search for solutions always rests on the belief that

maximizing this releva;A environment will maximize productivity and efficiency.

Prior to the early 1960's, the location of most organizations was pretty

much an historical accident. During the early 1960's several methods were

developed :Thr locating manufacturing organizations according to optimal criteria.

Typical constraints in these early location analyses were such factors as

proximity to raw inputs, proximity to the marketplace, transportation costs,

availability of labor and so forth. Unfortunately, these early models of

manufacturing firms are of little use when it comes to organizations which

primarily produce information rather than physical commodities and goods, i.e.,

to research and development organizations. The relevant environment for

manufactuying organizations is quite different from that of organizations
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This prole.::: defines fne z-ous of this prirr: We shall attempt to extend

to th;' problem of locating an information

rather thrill precesstng or:4anizat1on. A federal aency, whose primary

Is re=7,-::'rcl-: and devcilupent, 1,111 he used as an exemplar of an informatiol

vroces_ng organi=atien. To accomplish the location task two separate analyses

will be undertahen. Analysis I will atteinpt to determine where the research

and development functions performed by the Agency should be located based upon

current information and material sources so as to maximize research efficiency

and minimize cost. Analycis Il will use the same locational procedure with

the oception that optimal potential information sources will be substituted

for current ones. These sources consist of the highest rated universities

and industries throughout the continental United States that can meet the

research and development needs of the Agency. Both analyses are based upon

the branch of economics known as location theory and will locate the research

complex via mathematical programming techniques applied simultaneously to its

material and information inputs.

THE ROLE OF INIVRNIATION IN LOCAFING THEORY

Traditional loation thoory has concentrated on conditions to be satisfied

ir 'che placing of firms, industries, and organizations that produce predominantly

physical comnodities rather than information. This theory has a long history

in the economic literature and began as part of general equilibrium theory in

the 1-:orl.s of Von Thunen (1846), Weber (1929), LaunhErJt.(1882), and Losch (1954),

and has resulted in the more contemporary theories of Hoover (1948); Isard (1956),

Toniqv st 96S , 1 `).-: 1 ) ,
;ind ot hers
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Weber's classical studies concentrated on different aspects of the problems

of locating single factories and problems connected with the creation of

agglomerations. There are a number of assumptions common to all so-called

Weber models. They deal with single products. Any products of differing

quality, though of similar type, are treated as different products. All input

sources are assumed to be known. Similarly, all output destinations are assumed

to be known. It is assumed that there exists a number of fixed pllces where

labor, at fixed known wages is available in unlimited quantities and, finally,

transportation costs are a function of distance and weight.

In looking at the problem of locating a single factory, Weber admitted

the possibility that several alternative locations may supply any factory with

a given input. He did not provide any satisfactory discussion of the implication

of such a situation for the form of a profit function which includes transport

cost and the location of a factory. Usually, in Weberian models, it is thus

assumed that trade partners of any factory and their locations are given.

VOn Thunen and Weber both attempted to create abstract location theories

which were consistent with general equilibrium so2utions. Von ihunen concen-

trated on developing laws which determine production best carried out at any

given place, restricting his analysis to agr1-.-ultural production and land rent

as influenced by distance from the marketplace. The majority of such location

theory, consonant with general equilibrium analysis while nicely illuminating

a number of theoretical problems has proven comparatively useless for the

analysis of real world location situations.

Recent research in industrial location theory, while only peripherally

concerned with formulation of general theory, has still concentrated mainly on

industrial and organizational units Aich produce physical commodities rather

than information. With few exceptions, the Majority of research has followed

7
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a ocrtiai eouii ibrium approach 1,, ich )ids t]L locations and costs of

all resources.

The slibstitution principle is the rilost common Procedure used to relax such

assumptions. if, for example, cne is given differences in transportation costs

as a func:ion r.f distance, on-E: can then determine an equilibrium site for a

plant or organization nanufacturing physical comodities, which minimizes total

transportation costs of input and output distance. The initial site costs then

can he re-valuated via the introduction of another geographic factor variation,

say labor. Ior cost savfngs at site two may compensate for additional trans-

portation costs entailed by loca's.ing at the second site.

1.5.ard (1.c;56) is the foremost advocate of the use of the substitution

principle for developing location theory. He asserts that it is only because

of constant variations of prices and costs over space that location theory makes

sense at all, and further, that such variations are constant only because trans-

port cost is a function of distance. "The problem of production becomes a

problem oc choosing the right combination of the various types of capital, labor,

land. and the transport inputs" (p, 28). Mast of isard's location work is based

on the concept of the transport input as a,representation of any economy's

spatial relations, where such an input is understood simply as the movement of

a unit of weight over a distance.

although the substitution principle compactly shows how spatial trade-

offs enter economic theory, real problems develop when we attempt to apply such

an anaiysis to empirical observations. First, location criteria must not be

merely a tradeoff of one factor against another, but involves the mutual inter-

dependence of all factors simultaneously. For another, even when transportation

cost.s arc included in a proit function, such costs, per se, in most production

location decisions, have come to he recognized empirically as a comparatively

8
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unimportant factor. Karaska and Ermhali (1969, p. 7) emphasize this point:

"in only a few industriesheavy manufacturing and bulk nrocessing like iron

and steel and petroleum refining--is the transport likely to be a determining

factor." However, they continue, "This is not to conclude that the transport. .

is negligible or unimportant, but rather that it needs to be re-examined and

redefined in terms of the observed communication patterns and face-to-face contacts

(our emphasis)."

In the present study, these factors are explicity incorporated. This

situation is consonant with the general trend in the U.S. economy as discussed

by Arrow (1974), Machlup (1962), Wills (1974) and others. In 1959, Machlup

estimated that approximately 29% of the U.S. economy was devoted to the production,

distribution, and reproduction of information. Recently, Porat (1975) has

undertaken a reaggregation of the "information sector" (He includes all mathines,

workers and services devoted to the production, reproduction, and distribution

of informition) and found that approximately 50 percent of the U.S. economy was

now devoted to this information sector rather than to the production of material

goods. Porat's sector breakdown of the U.S. economy is shown in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The most prevalent form of analysis being used currently in location theory

is that of linear programming. Such techniques and models have been extensively

applied to problems in location theory since the late fifties. Works by Isard

(1958), Lefeber (1958), Samuelson (1952), and others, used linear programming

techniques to model processes of trade, price relationships in multi-lucation

economics, and distribution patterns for particular commodities.
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Cf 17C,1" intene. *-o,.,Jammin,; and heuristic models

of the :-_,:wedish ic thecnits (see especially Tornqvist, 1968,

7c47C, 197l). In the mid-sixties To attempted to solve the general

lccition-allccation proFie, that is, ho-,- to situate a nimiber of facilities to

serve an unevenly disributed population. Tornqvist devised an algorithm which

allowed the faci]ties to search over the population surface to find locations

wbich Mid-limi7.e cost or time to et to the facilities. Since location and

facilitv cipa city can in this alorithm, lower accessibility costs of

smaller n,..wLers of 7 facilities co,uld be compared with increasing costs of

cresting moro facilities with smaller capacity by running the algorithm several

tils with different numbers of facilities.

Information was first collected from all organizations. This included

locations of suppliers of any inputs to the organization, total quantities used

;1 one year's production, exact destinations and total amounts of finished

products, individual amounts of any raw materials and finished products, trans-

portation means, current product traffic, and terminal transportation charges

for loading and unloading goods and raw materials. Materials required for a

year's production were assigned locations according to the position of the

supnlies, and finished products according to their buyers

Thcs ,?rtual algorithm to complete transportation costs consists of a simula-

tion in which any product unit is moved through hypothetical locations which

correspond to Sweden's surface. The actual transportation costs for each

location (the sum of transporting raw materials to the factory and transporting

finished products from factory to market) is calculated according to the equation

IC E p
i

j
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where 7Ci is the total cost of transporting raw materials to location i, or total

cost of transporting finished products from i, p4 is the weight of raw material

or weight of finished product, and d.. is the transportation cost per unit weight

of material (Tornqvist, 1971, p. 19).

This algorithm was then applied not merely to material flow but to the

pertinent information flows of organizations which required direct face-to-face

contact among spatial distant employees. Tornqvist examined differing organiza-

tional units (main offices and administrative boards) of which the actual contact

Patterns were known. All such contacts for a given organization were assigned

grid coordinates on a map of Sweden, and units being studied were then moved

about to each of the coordinates in the calculations. At eath place, the

employees in the area being studied would carry out a series of "contact programs,"

that is, they would contact the contracting rarties in the rest of the contact

system. Time expenditure and costs to carry out these programs at different

places were measured and compared in a manner similar to the material goods case

discussed above. The computer algor-thm, NORLOC, which determines the optimal

positions for a number of facilities with respect to total transportation cost

is discussed in detail in Tornqvist (1971).

In our work on the current problem, we have followed the lead of Tornqvist

and done essentially what Kafaska and Bramhall have suggested, that is, we have

defined a transport input for information jn terms of the observed or reported

communication patterns and face-to-face contacts. We have then examined a

transport cost function simultaneously for material and information inputs.

Finally, we have repeated the process using potential sources of information.
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c overvis, the teces u'zed I conduct this study consist of

sible a1ternaLve research locatic th.= continental United

States, e=dnirig the costs of performing the research fumctions of a federal

_gency eoc locatim, and usiic 1ir.er optimization to select that location

T.i7res .ora'Li(, 3re Cz.:terminzd by imposing a fifty-by

ilftv mile grid cn a m,in of the U.S. Ileotrical power costs for each location

are cai:.ulated as are the costs associated with transporting a representative

nlarefial in.Tiuts from -their present sources to each of one thousand

tliree ,.EnEred twenty-five potential locrions.

The cost of the acquisition of information is operationalized as the cost

of travel tc, anE from universities, industries, government installations and

conferences. Environmental requirements (e.g., weather and altitude), are also

fliposed to identify those sites which meet the Agency's minimal research

rr-iuirements.

A seetion 1_,; -hen made as to the cptimal locations for performing the

Fied rese,rch activities. Finally, major already established alternative

locations are compared to determine the relative cost of conducting the Agency's

1-r-earch functions at these currently established locEtions.

B. The Map and Distance Calculations

A SO X 50 mile grid coordinate system ITIs constrUcted and superimposed

on a map of the continental United States. Each cell was defined by its lo$srer

southeast cc,rner, numbered positively in the x and y directions starting from

the upper left hand cell. lhis procedure yielded a 36 X 58 matrix with a total

of 1303 cells required to entirely cover the land mass (those cells without any

2
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land surface, i.e., oceans and lakes, were omitted from further analysis). This

map provided the basis for locating material and information sources.

An one cell to another was calculated by the great-circle

met' method of calculation, possible to compensate for

the fact that north-south boundaries of each cell :re not perfectly parallel.

The latitude (lat.) and Longitude (long.), in radians, of the southeast

corner of a cell in row X and column Y are given by the following formulas,

Lat. = .85521 .0116355X, and

Long. = 2.18166 - .0174533Y.

The angle between any two vectors from the origin of a spherical coordinate

sys tem from Cell 1 (Lat. 1, Long. 1) to Cell 2 (Lat. 2, Long. 2) on the surface

of the sphere, is given by

Angle = cos-1 [(Lat.'1)cos(Lat. 2)cos(Long. 2 Long. 1)

,+ sin(Lat. 1)sin(Lat. 2))

This angle, when multiplied by the radius of the sphere (3960 miles in the

case of the earth), yields the-distance between the two points.

C. Power

The first criterion examined was availability and cost-of electrical energy.

The power cost at the Agency is considerable, amoUnting to a yearly average of

approximately two and one-half million dollars. The total electrical energy

consumed in FY1974 was 267,521,376 kWh with an average off-peak monthly half

hour detand of 126,630 kW.

Power costs, incorporating both energy and demand changes for each 50 X 50

mile cell were acquired from the 1974 Typical Electric Bills booklet published

by the Federal Power Commission. This publication provided power data for

approximately 30% of the 1303.cell locations on the map. The power figure used

in computing the cost for each cell was the lowest industrial rate available

3
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for the cities listed based upon an energy consumption of 400,000kWh and a

demand of 40,000kW. To compute the power costs for those cells in which a

power rate was mot directly obtainable, a process of extrapolation was used.

This was don, uy as many cells in which power was directly obtainable

from the Typical Bills booklet and placing that figure into those cells

that were directly adjacent to the cells from which the average was obtained.

This allowed the power rate for each unidlown cell to become a direct function

of those rates that were,knowu. The power data for each SO iS0 mile cell were

claculated by this method with extrapolation taking place only within eaCh

state and not across state boundaries.

D. Material Input

Another major cost factor in the location problem_is the transportation of

material inputs. A total of 300 material inputs to the research complex were

systematically selected from the agency's receiving station. The sample was

obtained by selecting the five heaviest shipments that arrived each day over a

four-month peried (January-April 1975), The five.heaviest shipments, rather

than a random sample of five shipments per day, were selected in order to maxi-

mize the cost of transportation relative to the cost of power. These 300 items

represented 68% of the total input weight to the Agency. Each item was assigned

a sa of grid coordinates which identified its source of origin (i.e., the

place from which'it was shipped). Weight of each item and mode of transportation

(i.e., rail) truck, air) were also recorded. Eighty-five percent (85%) of the

material was delivered by truck, 14% waS, shipped by air, and 1% was transported

by rail.

Truck transportation rates per pound per mile were obtained by averaging

the eStimated costs given by three trucking companies which shipped materials

throughout the United States similar in weight to those samples in this study.
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Plane transportation rates per pound per mile for general commodities were

obtained through the Civil Aeronautics Board Tariff Book #169. Rail rates were

obtained through Southern Pacific Railways. Since Southern Pacific was the

sole shipper in the materials selected for the sample, no other shippers were

ince the cost of transportation varies as a function of distance, it is

necessary to provide incremental costs for the modes as indicated in Table I.

The shipping routes used by trains and trucks are not as direct as those of

planes. To correct for this, shipping distances of less than 500 miles were

multiplied by a factor of 1.3. Distances greater than 500 miles were multiplied

by a factor of 1.35 (See Tornovist, 1971).

Insert Table 1 about here

These data were analyzed in the linear program to compute tly. cost of

transporting the 300 material inputs from their or:iginal cell locations to each

of the 1303 cells. Since the sample consisted of 68% of the total shipping

weight, this cost value was multiplied by a faetor of 1.47 to create an estimate

of the total cost of shipping incurred by the Agency.

E. Environmental Criteria

After cell locations were examined for comparative power, Material transport

costs, and'information input costs (to be discussed shortly), wc:ther and

altitude criteria were applied tO each cell. These criteria inclu'led temperature,

wind velocity and number of clear days. A review of available information

revealed that all locations met the weather requirements specified by theAgency.

Altitude remained an important environmental criterion. Cell locations with

mean altitudes greater than 3,000 feet were eliminated as possible location sites.

15
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F. Current Sources of Information. (Analysi3 T.)

As indicated earlier, the cost of acquiring information is being operation-

alized as the traVel to and from sources from which information can be gathered

that will he useful for ongoing and further research and development within the

gency. A review or Thency's university travel records indicated that a

total of 321 trips we_c made to universities during FY1975 by Agency personnel.

For comparison with the potential sources of -information in Analysis II, it was

necessary to restrict the sample to those travel vouchers which included contract

and/or grant numbers, in order to identify the area of contract specialization

under which the trip was made (See Section C).

The location of each university visited and the nullter of trips to that

univ&sity were recorde i-Ading a total of 66 trip:. These 66 trips are 20%

the total travel to versities. Multiplyir_g the cost of travel calculated

66 trips by 7-_er of S ?rovides an esT of the tctal cost of

to universities ncy personnel,

The pay and travel-1 doll of the Agency retains Eta 17Hcords of travel to

other locations by Agency personnel. A random sample 10 was drawn from the

travel records of FY1975. These travel dat were coded into three categories.

The first category was travel to -industry for the purpose of setting up contracts

or -eviewing contracts a ready in progress. 180 trips were recorded with

ref ence to travel to ndustry.

The second. category --as travel to government installations (e.g. NASA

ins Illations; Army, Navy, and Air Force bases). Within this'category there

were 212 trips. The third category Was travel to conferences and/or conventions.

In all, 62 trips to conferences and/or conventions were identified.

The destination for each trip was recorded. When multiple stops were

included within one trip, the location that was farthest in distance from the
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agency was selected. The appropriate grid location for each destination and

the number of trips made to that cell location were then coded. Since the

sample was 10% of the total travel, the cost of travel to industries, government

imstallations, and conferences and/or conventions were multiplied by a factor

of 10 to provide an estimate of the total cost of travel to these facilities.

Potential Sources of Information (Analysis II)

In order to undertake the examination of potential rather than actual sources

of information, it wasnecessary to ascertainwhere the information most likely

to be useful to the Agency could be obtained. Analysis of the Agency's research

and lopment functions and discussions with Agency personnel suggested three

primary sources: universities, industry, and conferences/conventions.

1. Universities. During the mont of November, 1975, 4 complete review

of the agency's trave: records For Fiscal Year 1975 was conducted. The travel

records of each branch were uSed to identify all travel by Agencypersonnel to

universities and colleges.for the pu-epose of monitoring contracts and/or grants.

The Agency codes each contract and/or grant with a university by the area of

contract specialization. For each trip identified, the area of contract

specialization was e7e7ded. As indicaeed in the previous section this process

yielded 66 trips, for eie purpose of monitoring specific contracts and/or grants.

These contracts. and/o: Trants fell into 11 separate areas of Contract

specialization.

Using A Rating of Graduate Programs (Roose and Anderson, 1970), the top

ten universities in each area .of departmental Specialization were identified.

The departmental specializations identified by Roose and Anderson (1970) were

not identical with the areas of contract specialization.used by the Agency.

In some cases, several areas of departmental speeialization were subsumed within

one area of contract specialization. In other ilstances, several areas of contract
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J1:s urocs.--,, the eleven ori5;ina1 areas of contract specialization were

transformed,into areas of departpel specializatien. For each area of

departmenal specialization, the following information was coded: the number

of trips made by Agency personnel to monitor contracts and/or grants in this

area of specialization during FY1975 and the cell coordinates of the top 10

univ rsities )4ithn that specialization.

.
As indicated earlier, the cost of 'travel to these ur.iversities was

multiplied by a factor of 5 to yield an estimate of the total cost of travel

to ;iniversities.

jndustry: The 1974/75 Aero?ace Facts and Figures provided a listing

flf the m.tior industrial centractors with federal agencies as of 197. This

_,.1sting is based .upon the net value of prime contracts awarded durin FY1973.

For fach industry, the.major facilities uscd in research and development for

govermlymt agencis were identified. The cell coordinates for each facility

wo:e coded.

The 18G trips made to industries 1)y Agency perSonnel were distributed

oqu8.:jy across all potential industri-s. Since the 180 trips were based on a

ICi sample, the cost of travel to the potential industries was-multiplied by

ftctcr of 10 to create an estimate of the_total cost of travel to the potential

7). Conferences and/or Conventios. Rather than proposing a list of

potential government installations or .:onference and/or cmvention sites, the

data collected on the actual information sources for these two categories were

used. This, in effert, holds these two categories of travel constant, thereby

permitting a comparison between the current travel costs to universities and

industries.wth the cost c:f tr:. el to rc,tential university and industrial.sites.
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H. Computational Algorithm. The cost algorithm essentially consists of

simulation in which each of the material inputs and information sources are

first "transported" to the first grid location and a cost value is calculated

for that cell. This cost is added to the power cost for that cell, following

which the material and information innut

location and associated costs .are added to that celi's power cost, and so forth.

The following formula summarizes the computational algorithm:

Z, ----- lc 4- EE [r (d..
n
) (Ew.

m'
)] + 2 E [(djn

)
a.
n
)(u

n
+ i

n 4- gn + cn)]
J J RM

m .1 i
n

where:

is the total cost for cei jfl - 1, 2, . . 1303),

s the lowestpower cost in the,jth cell for the amount of power

consumed at the Agency,

r
m

is the average transportalion rate which is mode-specific, i.e.
'

has

differirc, series of Values for m = 1, 2, 3 depending on whether the input is

shipped '7,y rail, truck, or plane, and further values depending an what distance'

range on the specific rate schedule under.which input.distance

Iv: is the weight of ith input travelling by mode.m,

d
jn

is the distance from the jth input cell to the'nth input cell,

according to the great-circle method formula:

d
jn

= Angle (39E0 miles)

Angle = cos
-1

[,:os(Lat. 1)cos(Lat. 2)cos(Long. - Long. 1) +

Long. 1) + sin(Lat. 1.)sin(Lat.2)]

where:

Lat. 1 = Latitude of Cell 1,

Lat. 2 = Latitude of Cell 2,

Long: 1 ,= Longit.:.de of Cell 1,

Long. 2 = Longil- of Cell 2;



a the 'one-wav rat0 0, ,,eionat air Lcavc.J over distance d.
in

the ntimbef of trips UOTU versifies witnin the nth cell,

the nm')er or 1

thc mimbeY of trips to government facilities within the nth cell,

tne number of trips to conferences and/or conventions within the

, eell;
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lo the'fe constraints:

18 417 ',51 kWh/month, i.e., the existing value of the Agency, and a.-

)

:Lles in the cost function; C.
\

Motherwords,theexpression.provides the comparat±ve co':,t of sum], ing

ith location (i.e., c.ell) with an amount of power greate7- than or equal

-,e.amount currently utilized by the Agency per month an- acc7,1rnts for a large

seuLative sample of material and information input to 1.at square. Cells

wft. satisfiod the altitude and weather criteria were then rank ordered.1*

IV. RESULTS

Throughout this study, two separate approaces to the 1.:7-oblem cf facilities

locion have been emphasized. Analysis I solves the locaton problem with

respect to the current sources of material and informational input. Analy is II

1,.)olises on the use of potential information sources as the locational crit ria,

.e., those universities with the most highly 'rated graf9uate schools and those

-!:stries that receive the greatest prime contracts froM the Agency. The

rc:ults are presented separately for the two types of analyses.

A. Anars_is I: Current Sources of Information

of thirteen -71undrd three(1303) cell locations were tested for

c-mbined trca1 .novr material, and information costs. The obtained figur-s

2 0
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for these -\Tenses range6 A hig month for ll 13,52 in

Lo a io, .4 A. .6, ul,)nth for cAl 5,3 which is in

southwestern Washinton. The ust at the Agency was $10,602.

By imposing tli combined input cost for the Agency as the minimal reference

critin. eleven :Idred eighty-eight (1188) cellSwere identified as being in

exce:Fs of the mininal amount; these cells were discarded from further analysis.

The remaining cne Tlindred fifteen (115) cells ali had total costs less Chan that,

of the Agency.

These one hundred fifteen cells were then examined on the altitude criterion

of a maximum of 3,000 feet elevation. This procedure eliminated an additional

fifty-eight cells, moqt of which were located in the Rocky.Mountain states.

Of the remaining fifty-seven Cells, fifty-five of them'clustered in the

Pacific Northwest region of Washington and C.regon.. Of the other two cell '

_ocp.tions whch had lower total zost than the .z:gency and meet the altitude

criterion, one was in the 3acramento Valley region of Central California, and

one was located on the state border between Oklahoma andTexas.

A comuter-generated map which displays.theSe findings is provided in .

Figure 2. The cell which contains the Agency is indicated by an "W'at

coordinates 18,3 on the map. The 1188 cells which exceeded the cost at the

Agency are indicated by the symh1s 4 through 9, phis an asterisk. 'Each

successive symbol Trom 4 r = ren7esents a 10% increase, in total cost. Thus,

the s coo "4.'' represents 100-li of the cost of the Agency. The symbol "8"

rc7-clents a cost of 140-11=.0% ovr that of the Agency.' "9" indicates a cost

of 1:n-170%, and "" repres-nts a cost greater than 170%. Those cells which -

haJ bwer combined cost th= the Agency but did not meet the altitude criterion

(i.e. they were located greater Lan 3000 feet eleVation),are marked with

an "A". Those c211s with total coMhined cost less than that of the Agency



d-.:d meet ik dtitude tum, ti.ed hy the symbols $, 0, 1,

2., 3nd 3. indicates a cost of- less tilan of the Agency's cost.
17011
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&rough "3" represenL 50! flcremellt from ;30% to lOM. The least cost cell is

ilidicated by an "L;" the highes1 cell is indicated with an "H."

Insert Figure 2 about here

The analysis just described examined all of the potential locations within

thy continental United States. The alternative of moving the zurrent,Agency

re:-.earch and development functions to one of these new locations is highly

tinlikely because of the very high capital investment in present facilities.

Wn;t: is more realistic is that an -already existing government location would -

Oe assigned the Agency's current functions so as to utilize already.existing

facilities. To examine thit; possibility, all of the present related federal

)istallations were compared. The results of this analysis are provided in

Table 2. All sixteen facilities are listed by their respective cell coordinates.

The- locations are rank ordered by increasing total,cost. For each location,

'the is given z:s wel.:1 as the individual costs for power, shipping,

ti-avel. The altitude, Tounded to the nearest SO feet, is also provided.

Insert Tlble 2 about here

As can be seen from this t. -.1e, the Agency was ranked nUmber 1 and had

the least cr-,st (S30C,602/month) associated with performing its functions.

Were these Amc-ions to be moved to any other present federal location, it,

would cost to perform t'nem than,ril the present Agency location. The

lowest (16tn) rank-i location ,i.-11 15,49) had a total cost close to Mice
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that ef the Agency ($380,4/monh). The middle ranked (ninth) location, had

a total co'et of $47,3,.;36/menth arci \cuM require a monthly expenditure approxi-

mately half again as nreat as the current cost of the Agency.

B. Analysis II: Potential Sources of Information

Analysis II examined the potential rather than the actual information

inputs. Again, thirteen hundred three cell locations were tested for combined

power, material input, and potential information input costs. The obtained

figures ranged from a high of $957,048/month for cell 13 52 in Long Island,

New York, to a low of $235,670 for cell 5,3 in southwestern Washington. The

total combined cost for the Agency, utilizing its potential information sources,

was $285,612.

Comparing each of thirteen hundred two cells with the criterion cost of

the Agency, twelve hundred si (1206) were found which exceeded this value;

they are indicated on the map by cost increment but were deleted from further

analysis. The remaining ninety-seven (97) cells had total costs less than the

Agency.

As was done in Analysis I, these ninety-seven cells were examined as to

whether they exceeded the maimum altitude of 3,000 feet. After this examination,

forty (40) more cells were eliminated from further analysis. This left fifty-

seven (57) cells which 'met the altitude criteria and had less total cost than

did the Agency.

With the exception of one cell located in the Sacramento Valley region

of California, all remaining cells which met the criteria were lo'Cated in the

Pacific Northwest region of Washington and Oregon. Figure 3 presents a computer-

generated map which muftarized these data.



Insert FiTure 3 about here

As was done in Analysis I, the alternative federal locations were ranked

in terff6 of increasing total cost. Table 4 shows that the present Agency

location was again ranked firsi. as the least cost location ($285,612/month).

Cell 15,49 was again ranked last as the most expensive location ($539,986/month).

Cell 1,49 moved from ninth to fifth rank with a total monthly_cost of $393,615.

Tne new middle ranked (ninth) location (Cell 23,07,previously ranked sixth)

had a cost of $403,289/month.

Insert Table 3 about here

Ry comparing Tables 2 and, 3 it can be seen that every location had a lower

.7ost in the potential information analysis than it had in the actual information.

analysis. The cost differential between the two analyses differed considerably

depending upon specific location. For example, Cell 18,49 saved $40,000/month,

bdcause Cell 26,19 was already more optimally located than Cell 18,49 (with the

exception of altitude).

C. Val-Wation of the Location Mbdel

The computer algorithm created to undertake the present model is a form

of simulation modeling. As stich, the results are only as good as the data which

are provided as input to the program. Yet it should be pointed out that unlike

many simulations, the present model uses a comparative, rather than an absolute,

techrClue; that is, the same data are applied to all locations in order to draw

comparative rather than absolute conclusions. Even if the data do not perfectly

reflect the actual Costs at the present Agency location, they do reflect

2
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comparative differences between the Agency and all other locations. Hence,

inaccuracies in Ole data do not introduce serious bias in favor of any one

location.

It is, nevertheless, useful to know how accurate the data utilized in the

present analysis are. To undertake this assessment, the computer results were

compared with budgetary data from FY1975. What follows describes that comparison.

The power cost for the Agency generated by the computer simulation was

$189,883/month. The total power cost per month at the Agency was $218,888,

a difference of $29,005. The explanation for the discrepancy lies in the-fact that

the power figures used in the simulation were based upon electric costs only

and did not include natural gas costs. Records of monthly gas costs provided

by Agency personnel range from $25,000 to $30,000 per month. When thir amount

for gas power is added to the electrical power costs, the computer estimate

appears quite accurate

The only budgetary data available indicated that the Agency allocated

$3,083/month for shipping exrense. The shipping, costs calculated in the computer

analysis amounted to $29,038/month. The difference of $25,955/month is con-

siderable. It must be noted, howeve'r, that the figure of $3,083/month does

not include'items that are shipped FOB nor does.is include the cost of shipping

items purchased under contracts and/or grants. Because it is based on a large

sample of the items actually shipped to and received at the Agency, the figure

of $29,038 generated by the computer is believed to be an accurate estimate of

the total cost for shipping all items to the Agency..

The Agency budgeted $82,583/month for the purpose of travel. The calcula-

tions obtained from Analysis I estimated a cost of $81,681/month, a difference

of $90Z/menth. This estimate is well within acceptable limits.

2 5
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Since the costs calculated Cor the Agency by the computer algorithm

approximate the actual budget e:Tenditures at the research center, the methods

used in this study are assumed to have provided adequate information for

copparison among all potential locations.

V. DISCUSSION

hi,this study the attempt has been made to extend one of the traditional

specializations of economics, location theory, by explicitly including the cost

of acquiring information in the functional equations. The results obtained

demonstrate the importance and utility of including information at a part of

the optimizing function. From a theoretical point of view, however, there are

.several qualifications which seem.appropriaie.

First, traditional location theory attempts to minimize the costs of

simultaneously obtaining raw materials and distributing finished products.

While the function in the present model included travel costs both,to and from

the Agency (as in traditional locatian theory), those costs were primarily for

the purpose of acquiring information and only minimally for the'costs of dis-

seminating the information.(specifically, the travel to conventions for present-

Lñg In this sense the model utilizedrin the present research departs

somewhat from its traditional form; future efforts should probably attempt to

include the full range of dissemination costs as well.as acquisition costs:

Second, the study was based upon the assumption that direct face-to.Lface

cOmmunication between the Agency's research staff and its external sources of

information was essential in order for the Agency to fulfill its tasks.

Certainly, other forms of commUnication, such as letter and telephone, are

also important, though ,they were not included in the present research. Further-

more, in an era in which teleconferencing and other significant technological
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alternatives to travel -ilacing -Primary emphasis an

direct, facu-to-fdce c.07r7icf:.Lf2n te on anacronistic.

Third, Le cost fiule cetLtianicaijc.n wLis highly restricted.

Several additional .17ctors likolv contIbute to the cost of

comunicating were omitted. FoT ey.:?nple. 71ei thz-r,the cost of the time spent

th tomiamitating (as in the fnn of sa7aries) the cost of support personnel

and/or mater.:als (as in havin,; a --,&:cr,:;tai-),arrarie travel plans or preparing

materials)

Fourth, any significant theury qf the. econo4cs of information must come

to grips with the prob]em of measuring inf,Jrmatic As yet, no standard unit

exists for quantifying infofnaier. Uncertaisityl(entropy) measures, whith

comprise the only significant attempt t.3 sohe yhis problem,.have so far proved

largely intractable to pr:icticl applications. Since the amount of information

obtained by personaq hi the prcfnt Ytufly wa y. unkncrim, the problem.was circum-

vented by substitutin the cot of acquiring. information for the actual cost

of the information.

Finally, from the viepcnt of ecenoTic theory, once a unit measure has

been established it .0,11 ,he .:() assign i 'value" to the unit. The

face7to-face conutkulc.Aticn cont:tLt:: vnich Were. examined in the present analysis

probably raned froi ;:r;it:Ae&F,: r ighy valuable, though no attempt was made

to assign value to ar.y of th, LT11y Mow how to assign value directly

to a unit of information will it :-7.e russibl to formulate a significant economic

thee-. -nation.

,ese 7'mitations, th .:. results indicated that from the standpoint

of power c mal rial shippilm. costs, :onmental criteria and the costs

of acquiring information, the pre:>ent 2ocaton uf the Agency was nearly optimal.

Not only was it ri,nked in the tur pe-:cent (4%) of the possible nationwide
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location: in_both the actual :Inc potential information analyses, but it also

had the lowest total cost value cf all present alternative :eder _I _ristallations.

It should be mentioned that the 'Lechniques used in the lozition simulation

did not bias the results in favor of the Agency's pre: it

is tri -.. that the current functions of the Agency were utilized for the param-

eters :)f. the system, it was entirely poSsible that those functions could haVe

been 7e cost-effectively met at many other locations. In fact, such was the

case, ince approximately 4% of the cells were identified as being less expensive

than t present Agency location. None of these cells, however, contained

other federal facilities, and hence, did not constitute very viable alternatives.

A healthy word of caution'does seem in order, however. As with any

simulation, the findings should be interpreted with care. Every simulation is

an abstraction which selects certain aspects of a process and cMits others.

The elements selected for inclusion in the present analysis were considered

most important in terms of cost. Yet other apsects might also be included.

1,or example, the cost of labor differs considerably by geographic region. While

the majority of the Agency's personnel are classified as "government service"

and hence would be paid the same amount wherever they were located, there still

remains a sizeable !umber of employees who do not have C.S. ratings and would

-herefore receive wages in accordance with the local labor .makket. Yet low

wages tend to be associated with those geographic areas that possess.few

skilled workers. When this is combined with the fact that the Agency requires

a fairly skilled staff of support workers,, it becomes apparent that locating

the Agency in a region where the labor force is unskilled though cheap is

ur variables, such as economic impact on surroundLlg community; air

pollution, effect on natural resources , etc., could, of course, be mentioned.
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TABLE 2

ANALYSIS I: RANX ORDER OF SELECTED FEDERAL R D INSTALLATIONS BY TOTAL COST

Cell Total Power Shipping Univ. Ind,

Pank Location Sdo1 Cost Cost. Cost Travel Travel

1, 2201 N _83001602 $18883 829,038 $4,532' 834,010

2, (29,30.1_ S r338,,06 8223 218 8y 340 ./..±1160_,A31,747

(19 1091 A 82(.4 232 g63274 834,158 83,664 .826090

,$:376.L4.92 214 $421f69 83L4i7 $22175

1,504 8309,688 $34Z7 005 11.6 065

,;171)
/

.1.

(18,49)

(129) 8

(12,33)
8

8(29,35)

(29,36)

(12,43) 8

(31,45) 9

(15,49)

Gov't,

Travel

Conf/Conv

Travel

$37 752 $5,387

$25 M1 $?.1_180

$4 391831,054

827,911, (.51905

176 163
2

Altitude

500 ft.

100 ft,

3,000 ft.

51000 ft,

1 500 ft.

':,310 056 EJ485 ..1,,4,04 82526 $1.31_196 ,84281 250 it,

(3.!6,042 $33 664 $4 330 29.,342 $352437 (4 643 1 500

8:.10 460 664 (45 556 J24 120 ...i.q12516.____122lit..

(,:c,3 l'i, ,.1'16 1H, ')68 036 '',5,560 (62 591 $26,946 '014 019, ,,

.... J.-
100 fi.

$4'33 33f' ( 56)185 68,036 11_5f 'Ell.9.1_,..Lf.L...,111S19 1C0 Li.
.....2.

4433,742 8111,852 J48.2.243 83,440 $36,803 $242022 $92382 1 000 ft.

$436,582 8305 866 $50,252 $4,718 j39552 $25,51 /I 10 626 100 ft.

..8$44ai34123025617 810,948 100 ft,

8448,354 $295,322 458,869- $4,549 852,573 825,037 812,004 11000 ft,

8_497,239 83191485 $7668 $6,109 .959,806 830,216 8132946 100 ft.

$580,482 8404L583. $67,367 $5,407 862,473 $26,180 $13,873 :00 ft.

40 4



NU 3

ANALYSIS 11: RANK ORDER OF SELECTED FEERAL R D 1NSTALLATICNS BY TOTAL COST

Cell Total Power Shipping Univ. Ind. Gov't, Conf/Conv Altiude

RaR Location SI[[ibo1 Cost cost Cost Travel Travel Travel Travel

1:11801__N 285 612 189 883 29 038

2. (29,301 5 _.$331,467 $223,218 $44,340

3 19 09 355 808 $263,874 $341158

4 26 19 ) A $377,229 $276,214 $42,469

S. (18,49) 7 3931615 $256,185 $68036

6. (18,49) 7 $9,615 $256,185 68 036

7. (23,40) 8 $4011527 $2821890 _$56460

8
$402,169 $309,688_134,407

9. (23,07) 8 Vi03 289

10, (22,05) 8 $412,133

12. (12t33) 8

13. (29,35) 8

14. (29,36) 8

15. (31 45)

16. 15 49'

42

$417,945

_$426,634

$423,751

539 986

$310)056

316 042

$35,485

$3,664

$311,852 $48,243

$305,866

$305,820

$50,252

, $51,882

$404,583 $67,367

$ 2c/ $23522 $37,752 $ 5,387

$2,862

$ 762

$26,006

$20,568

$25,861

$32,054

$ 9,180

$ 4,391,

2 268 $22,461 $27,911 $5,905

$1)243 $27186 $261946 $14,019

U,253 $27,186 $L,26946 $14,019

$1,539 $24,982 $24,120 $11,536

$ 185 $20,550 p1176 4,163

$ 40 $20,430 $33,l96

.$

$ 4,081

438 21 909 35437 4,643

$ 761 $23,685 p4,022 .$ 9,382

$2,542 $26,833 $25,514 $10,626

$2,504 $26,980' $25,617 $10,948

2 889 $30 687 $30,216 $13,946

$ 862 $26,521 $262_780 $13.873

51 ft.

100 ft.

36100 ft.

5 000 ft.

10_ ft,

1 0( it.

1,5, . ft.

230 ft.

1,500 ft.

1,000 ft.

100 ft.

100 ft,

100 ft.

100 ft,


